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Editorial & Contents

Dear customers,
summer finally arrived! Look forward to this edition as we provide great
information all around sun and skin. Take us on your journey, as we have
valuable tips for the perfect preparation for summer vacation, ideal sun
care, plus the most effective tips for a healthy, long-lasting summer tan!
Generally, it applies: The protection of the skin against UV rays is the
Alpha and Omega. Enjoy the sun in moderation and avoid sunbathing
at noon. In warmer regions and for sensitive skin we recommend using
Sensiderm Sun Cream with SPF 50+. In countries with less intense solar
radiation, Optimum Protection Cream with SPF 20 can be sufficient. In
case of doubt, always apply higher sun protection.
Taking the summer tan throughout the summer until autumn? That is
possible! With a few tips and tricks, you can keep your summer tan as
long as possible.
Look forward to our Beauty News summer edition and read more about
the topics skin & sun on the following pages.
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Enjoy summer – completely protected!
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Before sunbathing

Finally he is here, the long-desired summer!
Summer, sun, sunshine! It is the perfect
time to adapt your daily care routine to the
temperatures.

Cleansing – the Alpha and Omega of a beautiful skin
A regular cleansing is the general basis of every care routine.
Especially during the warm summer months, it is very important
to free the skin from dirt, sebum and sweat. The new
Soft Foam Cleanser is the ideal solution for a gentle, but
thorough cleansing.
Moisturizing ingredients like Betaine and Inositol care the skin
already while cleansing and protect the skin from drying out.

Time for a peeling
To ideally prepare the facial skin for vacation it is important to peel the skin
regularly. The Perfect Skin Peeling removes dead skin flakes gently and refines the complexion.
Do not forget your body! Elbows, ankles and knees deserve some special attention, because after sunbathing
they often appear slightly grey. The Super Body Peeling is the ideal foundation of your body care and thus
provides an even and soft skin.

				Power cure for the skin
				
The daily care cream should also be adjusted beforehand. It can be a lighter
				
cream in summer than in winter season, because in summer the skin again
				produces enough fat. Therefore, our Hydrating series provides the perfect
				
solution to supply the skin with sufficient moisture.
				
To prevent a lack of moisture, curatively apply a power ampoule in addition
				
to the usual care cream. The Moisture Intense Ampoule with highly dosed
				
hyaluronic acid pads the skin from the inside and supplies it with moisture – for
				a radiant, well-cared skin.
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Time for vacation!

But please with sufficiently high sun protection factor – for face and body

Sensiderm Sun Cream SPF 50+

Solar+ Protect Fluid SPF 50+

The perfect companion for sensitive skin and strong The innovative Solar+ Protect Fluid with SPF 50+ is easily
sunlight! Thanks to its very high UVA and UVB- applied as an „on-top product“ above the usual care. This
protection (SPF 50+) and the omission of fragrance, way, you decide if a 50+ sun protection has to be applied,
the Sensiderm Sun Cream protects especially sensi- without to omit your usual care.
tive skin reliably and sustainably.

Global Defense Cream SPF 20
The Anti-Aging day care with infrared and UVprotection comprehensively prevents skin damages
caused by sun, regenerates and smoothes. For a
fresh and youthful skin.

Optimum Protection Cream SPF 20
Thanks to effective UVA and UVB filters, the multifunctional Optimum Protection Cream with SPF 20
protects the skin against premature skin aging in
regions with slight to moderate sunlight.

Find your perfect sun care on
sun-care
www.schrammek.com/derma-cosmetics/

Tip!

During sunbathing

Long summer days with a lot of sunshine can lead to dry and irritated skin right up to a sunburn. Therefore,
it is important to bring the skin in balance after sunbathing and to supply it with plenty of moisture. The after
sun treatment combines care, calming and an intense moisturization of the skin. Pamper your skin – for a fresh
and radiant summer tan!

After sunbathing

A fresh summer tan
until a utumn –
The perfect after sun care.
Before sunbathing, we need to prepare our skin ideally with peelings and a moisture cure. During
sunbathing, we protect the skin with suitable sun care – and after sunbathing? Right! Cream, cream,
cream and a lot of moisture! An intense after sun care is essential. How to care your skin right:

2. After Sun „Mask-Have“
1. Drink enough water
The refreshing cure! Pads
the skin and supplies it with
moisture from within.

Moisturizing masks work wonders for irritated and
dry skin! Best is to apply the mask directly after
sunbathing and regularly 1-2 times a week.

I. AloCalm Gel Mask
The cooling gel mask is based on highlydosed Aloe Vera, hyaluronic acid and
panthenol. It nourishes and supplies the
skin especially after exceptional burdens.
The mask is suitable for every skin type –
even for impure skin.

5. Please dab!

II. Hydra Maximum Mask

Only dab dry after shower – do
not rub to strong. Otherwise
softened dead skin flakes come
loose and the tan disappears
faster than you would like.

The mild cooling well-being mask refreshes and
supplies the sun-stressed skin intensively with
moisture. Hyaluronic acid smoothes wrinkles caused
by dryness. The skin feels soft and appears refreshed
and smooth. The ideal stimulant for now and then.

4. Quick Shower
Hot and long showers are counterproductive – lipids and
moisturizing factors in the skin are washed off, the skin dries out
faster and peels off – bye bye summer tan! Best is to take quick
and not too hot showers. 
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3.

Beta-carotene –
the complexion booster!
Carrots, tomatoes, spinach and pepper
contain a huge amount of it. Beta-carotene
stimulates the melanin production of the
skin and with it the pigment formation.

After Sun Treatment
The

thirst quencher for sun-kissed skin.

Long summer days with a lot of sunshine can lead to dry and irritated skin right up to a sunburn. Therefore, it is important to
bring the skin in balance after sunbathing and to supply it with plenty of moisture. The after sun treatment combines care,
calming and an intense moisturization of the skin. Pamper your skin – for a fresh and radiant summer tan!

The treatment
At the beginning of the treatment, old skin flakes are removed from the
sun-kissed skin with the mild Enzyme Regulating Cream & Peeling. The
contained enzymes make the skin soft and especially receptive for the
following ingredients. Afterwards, the Moisture Intense Ampoule and the
AloCalm Gel Mask provide intense moisture. The refreshing mask with 60%
Aloe Vera has a calming, balancing and abirritant effect. Following, enjoy a
special massage with ice balls. Next to their cooling effect, they also reduce
rashes effectively.

Treatment duration
approx. 60 minutes

Treatment procedure
Cleansing – Peeling – Active Ingredient Concentrate – Mask – cooling facial
massage – Final Care

Care recommendation
After an intense sunbath, the
skin needs an extra portion
moisture and calming. The
AloCalm Gel Mask brings the
skin quickly back in balance.

TIP
For an intensified cooling
effect, keep the AloCalm Gel
Mask in the fridge.
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After the BUNTE Beauty days took place successfully for the second time in Munich last year,
the concept was enlarged to Düsseldorf. On 15th and 16th June, the Areal Böhler opened its
doors for thousands of beauty fans.
The BUNTE Beauty Days are a mixture of lifestyle-event, trend-conference and consumer
exhibition. A great event for all beauty-fans!

Meet us at the BUNTE Beauty Days
in Munich from 26.-27.10.2019!
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